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Abstract
Thesis Statement:
In theory geometry is fundamental
of all creation; natural and built. Transformational geometry creates an evolution to a
new form. Can transformational geometries help change the perception of a built
environment?

Facility Type:
The facility is a public aquarium for
Lubbock Texas. The facility will display
oceanic marine life in a mock up of their
natural habitat. The facility will teach the
public about oceanic life which they may
not know and understand and without understanding there is no respect for the fragile environment which must be preserved.

Scope of Project:
This project is a learning facility

that will teach people about Oceanic wildlife within the great oceans. The facility is
to incorporate man in nature within a man
made facility. This facility is to include
three hundred thousand gallon tanks as
well as a theater, classrooms, assembly
rooms, gift shop, snack bar, and administration.

Context Statement:
This project is located in Lubbock,
TX. The specific site for the facility is the
downtown Depot District. The Depot is
composed of aging commercial warehouses
adjacent to the downtown retail area. Access to the site from the surrounding community is gained by 1-27 two blocks east of
the site. The site is bordered by Broadway
to the north, and 1-27 to the East, 19th
street to the south, , Avenue Q to the West.

Theoretical Basis

Transformational
Geometry
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Theoretical Basis
Supporting Theory:

Fig. 1
Ching, Francis D.K.. Arohitectwe: Fonn. Space. & Order. New
York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1979. p. 382

The principle oftransformation allows a designer to select a prototypical architectural model, whose formal structure
and ordering of elements might be appropriate and reasonable, and transform it
through a series of discrete manipulations
to respond to specific conditions and context. Transformation requires first that the
ordering system of the prior or prototypical
model be perceived and understood so that,
through a series of finite changes and permutations, the original design concept can
be clarified, strengthened, and built upon,
rather that destroyed. 1 (fig. 1) Similarly,
transformations of prototypes can be
viewed as forms. All forms can be understood to be transformations of the platonic
solids. Variations are generated by the manipulation of their dimension, or by subtraction or addition of elements.2 (fig. 2)
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Fig. 2
Ching, Francis D.K.. Architecture Fonn. Space. & Qrder. New
York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1979. p. 64
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Theoretical Basis
proximating a sphere. (fig. 2)
In additive transformation a form
can be transformed by the addition of elements to its volume. The nature of the additive process will determine whether the
identity of the initial form is retained or altered.3 (fig. 2)
Geometry is a formidable idea in
which the concepts ofplane and solid geometry are used to determine built form.
Listed below are some basic geometric
forms used in buildings which are prototypical in design. The geometric configuration used to determine a building's form
includes the square used in the Moore
House (fig. 3), Tucker House (fig. 4), and
the Rufer House (fig. 5). The circle appears as the generator for the Tholos (fig.
6), the MIT Chapel (fig. 7) and St. Costanza (fig. 8).
The triangle forms the basis of the
Arena Building (fig. 9), and the church and
Parish Center in Hyvinkaa( fig. 10). 4

Basic plutonic shapes give a starting point for transformation to occur. Geometry can take many forms of manipulation as previously mentioned.
In dimensional transformation a
form can be transformed by altering one or
more of its dimensions and still retain its
family identity. A cube, for example, can
be transformed into other prismatic forms
by altering its height, width, or length. It
can be compressed into a planar form or
stretched into a linear one. (fig. 2)
In subtractive transformation a form
can be transformed by subtracting a portion
of its volume. Depending on the extent of
the subtractive process, the form can retain
its initial identity, or be transformed into a
form of another family. For example, a
cube may retain its identity as a cube even
though a portion of it is removed, or be
transformed slowly into a polyhedron apPage3

Fig 3
Clark, Rodger h.. ~
dents In Ar9hitectwe.
New York: Von
Nostrand Reinhold,
1996. P228

[!] :
Fig4
Clark, Rodger h ..
Precedents In Archi·
~.New York:
Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1996. P228

Fig 5
Clark, Rodger h..
Precedents In Ar9hi·
~· New York:
Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1996. P228

Theoretical Basis
Fig 6

Fig7

Clark, Rodger h..
Precedents In Archj~· New York:
Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1996. P228

Clark, Rodger h..
Precedents In Archj~. New York:
Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1996. P228

peated at ever smaller scales to produce irregular shapes that cannot be represented by
classical geometry (fig. 11). This phenomena exists due to fractal geometry being the Fig. 9
Clark, Rodger h..
first geometry and classical geometry a de- Precedents
In Arcbj~. New York:
rivative. The name fractal was given from
Van Nostrand Reinthe Latin word fractus which means broken. hold,
1996. P228
A fractal is a dynamic system which works
in a mathematically logical repeating algorithms. 5 The system establishes a clear set
of rules, or guidelines, to creation and are
used freely throughout the creation at different scales. Algorithms (a procedure for
Fig. 10
solving a mathematical problem 'as of find- Clark, Rodger h..
In Arcbiing the greatest common divisor' in a finite Precedents
~. New York:
number of steps that frequently involves
Van Nostra.nd Reinhold, 1996. P228
repetition of
an operation)
Fig. 11
unite parts to
Oleick, James.
the whole and
Chaos. New York:
Penguin Books, 1987.
the whole to
P. 307
the parts. Examples ofa

Fig 8
Clark, Rodger h..
Precedents In Arohi~· New York:
Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1996. P228

In addition to the previous geometric trans-

formation types ( dimensional, subtractive,
and additive), fractals (natures geometry)
follow a procedural transformation through
repetition.
The Webster dictionary defines a
fractal as a geometric pattern that is rePage4

Theoretical Basis
fractal are abundant throughout nature in
plants, skies, and snowflakes where the
molecules making up the structure resemble the creation. The concept of fractals
are commonly used as an analogy to the
Chaos Theory because of their dynamic appearance.
The Webster Dictionary defines
chaos as "the disordered state existing before the creation of the ordered universe."
"Chaos is a set of ideas persuading all scientist that they are members of a shared enterprise. Physicist, Biologist, or Mathematicians all believe that simple, deterministic
systems could breed complexity~ that systems too complex for traditional mathematics could yet obey simple laws~ and that,
whatever their particular field, their task
was to understand complexity itself" 6 A
system without predictability is being
looked at from the incorrect scale. The
world and all of its possessions are in a harmonious balance with the galaxy and cos-

I

mos, the system is not chaotic at all. The
idea that there actually exists a chaotic system is as untrue as fractals having no ordering system.
With formal mathematics as the
root of fractals, the study goes back about a
century where Weierstrass, Cantor, and
others discovered some highly irregular
sets and curves. 7 Until the sixties these
curves were blackballed, due to their complexity and unexplainability, in the mathematics community until Benoit Mandelbrot, a mathematician interested in unexFig. 12
Clark,
Roger H,..
plained phenomena, developed an interest
Precedents In Arohifor fractals. Benoit Mandelbrot is known
~. New York:
Van Nostrand Reinas the father of fractal s and can be accredbold, 1996. Pl 16
ited with the discovery of the Mandelbrot
set (fig. 12). He found fractals to be useful
and beautiful. The actual acknowledgement of Fractals came a century ago but the
art community, architects, and others dealing with aesthetics and proportion have
used fractal geometry since the time of
Page 5

Theoretical Basis
Leonardo.
Where are fractals present? Clouds,

architecture as an emergent language which
is inspired by, or revealing of, complexity
and chaos theory and elaborates by stating
' organic architects' often mimic nature's
pattern of organizations and, in designs,
'naturally' repeat a formal idea at many
scales and, just as inevitably as a flower,
provide several foci. Virtually all those
who referred to ' organic architecture' (including classicist such as Virtruvius and Alberti, and Modernist, such as
Gropius and Wright) insisted on work that
shows self similarity- 'Unity with Variety'
and 'organic unity' where not a part can be
added or subtracted, except for the ' worse',
are injunctions that have rebounded the
halls of building sites for 2000 years".9
Bruce Goff is exemplary is this respect.
His analysis of the Bavinger House will be
one of two focuses of my study (fig. 13).
In conclusion, subtractive transformation seems to be the primary tool of an
architect. To take a complex set of prob-

coastlines, snowflakes, ferns and trees are
examples offractals and show an important quality, that Benoit Mandelbrot
pointed out; selfsimilarity. In a typical
fractal object, parts resemble not only other
parts, but the whole. This self similarity is

a transformational similitude- not exact
replication - a point that has been
stressed in poetics since Aristotle. 8 Michael Mcguire, author of An eye for fractal
geometry, used the Fractal principles in his
photographic compositions. The Math
community developed complex computer
programs to come up with fractal graphics.
However, for purposes of my investigation
of transformation I will deal with how fractals could be used within architectural design.
Charles Jencks, author of the Architecture of the Jumping Universe, states "the
association of fractals within the realm of
Page 6

Theoretical Basis
lems and find the bottom line of a client's
needs. This can also be applied to the form
that a building takes. Start with an ideal
plutonic form and sculpt the form into that
which is needed. The issues derived are
threefold . Obviously one is image. With
the transformation there should also be
legibility of the processes which have taken
place. Legibility is this sense is how the
process of transformation is understood by
the viewer. The perceived impression of
the facility is vital to its success so perception is an issue. These three issues combined impact one's ability to remember a
building

I

Fig. 13
Saliga, Pauline. ~
Architecture ofBruce

QQff. New York: The
Art Institute of Chicago and Prestelverlag.
P.65
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Theoretical Basis

Case Studies
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Theoretical Case
=========~==""---== Bavinger House

.

Case Study
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Charles Jencks in his analysis of the
Bavinger House states:
"Goff uses a strange attractor to organize a force - field of movement around
and up a ramp. A strange attractor, like the
Red Spot of Jupiter or turbulence in the
flow of water, is the chaotic but still ordered organization of movement around
maxima and minima. Picture it as a fluctuating electron cloud zipping around the
core of the nucleus: never the same exactly, but always attracted within one orbit
or another. Or imagine it as the turbulent
eddies that collect behind rocks in a fast moving stream: they jump around chaotically but are attracted to the same general
area. In Goffs' Bavinger House one stops
at various room ' pods' - point attractor (fig
14)

~-

Fig. 14
DeLong, David. ~
Goff Toward Absolute
Architecture. New
York: Mit Press. 1988
P. 107

\,,/

The spiral route both attracts motion and
visual attractor. The spiral route both
attracts motion and visual direction, but it
does so differently at each ascent and descent, thus approaching that mixture of deterministic chaos so familiar since Edward
Lorenz pointed it out. Particularly important at the Bavinger House is the way Goff
absorbs industrial and natural ready mades into his fractal language, producing
the most heterogeneous of architectural
languages: thrown - away rocks and glass
cullet, discarded walnut trees, stainless
steel cable (biplane braces which were being thrown out), a master from an oil rig
that was no longer needed, fishnet for balPage9

conies and, the ultimate ad hocery, a former bomber's blister used for a lighting
fixture (fig. 15). That his fractal language
could absorb such heterogeneous material
from nature and culture is a lesson to all
practicing architects, even that great bricoleur Frank Gehry.
In spite of the pun, I am tempted to
to call Goff a ' natural cosmic architect:
His theory and training did not lead him
here, his explanations of his work did not,
of course, refer to strange attractors, but he
unconsciously derived such organizational
forms by consciously following nature's
grammar and processes. Recycle everything, organize a building around a flowing
stream, a self - similar cloud or cracked
ice, and you may derive such a grounded
architecture." 10
Although Jencks talks convincingly
of his association (of Goff being a fractilian
architect) the consumer must question his
credibility in this claim. In the forward, lo-

Fig 15
Clar~ Rodger H..
Precec!ents In Arcbj~. New York:
Van Nostrand Rein-

hold, 1996. P. 117

cated on the inside cover of his book,
Jencks writes a disclaimer which discredits
his claims being fact by stating "This
friendly polemic, in a long tradition of partisan manifestoes, both advocates and criticizes as it seeks to define a new direction
for the contemporary arts.'' Webster's dictionary defines polemic as "a verbal attack
especially on opposing doctrines or opinions. (2) The art or practice of controversy
or debate." Furthermore, he explores eight
other organizers of chaos in 48 pages of
text. This' consumer digest' version of
chaos theory raised credibility questions in
my mind.
Page 10

Theoretical Case Stud
=============Bavinger House
Although questions of creditability
arise, he makes good points of association
between built form and theory.
This fractal association within an
aquarium has strange attractors contained
within the exhibit space along with eddies
(pods) along the way for excursions from
the orbit to encourage contemplation and
reflection before being carried along by the
flow of the river. Natural material selection can be used , as a fractilian opproach,
since there creation came from fractal
transformation.

Page 11

Theoretical Case Stu
==========--==== Robie House
notably in the context of architecture. A
Mies Van Der Rohe building is a scale
bound throwback to Euclid, while a high
period Beaux Arts building is rich in fractal
aspects. " 11
Bovill interprets this quote to mean
fractals exist within architecture through
the presence of a progression of interesting
detail from the large to the small scale in
the Beaux Arts buildings and a lack of this
progression in modem buildings. The author uses a Frank Lloyd Wright building
because of a progression of self-similar detail from the large to the small scale. The
building to be analyized is the Robie House
(fig.16).

ICase Study I
As a comparison to Jencks Bavinger House description. I found a different
association by Carl Bovill. In his book
Fractal Geometry in Architecture and Design Bovill claims architectural forms are

man -made and thus very much based in
Euclidean geometry. He finds support to
his claim by quoting Mandelbrot's, the father of fractals, view on the association between fratals and architecture:
"The new fractal geometric art
shows surprising kinship to Grand Master
paintings or Beaux Arts architecture. An
obvious reason is that classical visual arts,
like fractals, involve very many scales of
length and favor selfsimilarity. Modem
mathematics. music, painting, and architecture may seem to be related to one another.
However, this is a superficial impression,

Fig.16
Bovill, Carl. fulllill
Geometiy In Architecture and Design. Boston: BIRKHAUSER.
1996. P. 117

Page 12

The roofline of the Robie house has
self-similar textural characteristics but only
through a limited range of scales. It eventually flattens into straight lines. But we
do not experience architecture by zooming
our attention in on a small section of the
profile of the roof. "We experience architecture by observing the overall profile of a
building from a distance; as we approach
closer, the patterns of window and siding
come into attention; as we approach even
closer, the details of doors and window
frames come into attention, down to what
the door knob is like, the process continues
inside the building. The fractal characteristic of an architectural composition presents
itself in this progression of interesting detail as one approaches, enters, and uses a
building (fig. 17)." 12

Fig. 17
Clark, Rodger H..
Precedents In Archj~. New York:
Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1996. P. 118

This approach is far more scientific and
tangible than Jencks' claim where there is
no support. The fact that Boville used the
primary source of Mandelbrot for support
for his assertion reinforces his credibility.
Mandelbrots' quote - used by Bovill introduces subjectivity since it is his interpretation. Unlike Jencks, Bovill included a
plan of action to application in a chapter
Page 13

Theoretical Case Stud
titled "Visual Perception and Fractal
Range" which defines a mapping method
in which to derive a fractal form. "The
method deals with defining a distance D,
which is true to mathematical origins of the
theory, by using the following formula:
Dxtan=MUS( distance from the building )
[tan (angle)]=(measuring unit size). Once
a measuring unit is established it is set into
a box counting dimension which varies by
the scale of choice (fig.1 8) ."After the calculation the designer can use this chart. 13
A facility can combine Jencks orbital gravation assertion with Bovill' s box
counting method to derive an architectural
fractal composition. This case study reveals
Euclidian geometry as a tool for fractal expression in architecture.
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Clark, Rodger H.. Preoe<lents In Arcbjtectwe. New York:
Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1996. P. 120
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Theoretical Issue
Image

,"
·
00

Issue: Image:
The image taken on is to be a subtractive transformation in which the building undergoes erosion. The building needs
to start with a primary plutonic form, and
as a sculpturer shapes stone, the architect
sculpts the geometry. The goal in the
transformation process is to reduce and
trim away all the excess and leave that
which is needed. Therefore, the building is
to undergo subtractive and additive transformation.

:r
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Fig. 19
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Ching, Francis. ~
ture: Foon Space & Orlkl:. New York: Van
Nostrand Reinhold. 1979.
P.64

Fig. 20
Clark, Rodger H .. ~
dents In Archjtectyre. New
York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1996. P. 220

Design Response:
1. The building is to start with a
perfect cube and subtract that which is not
needed. (fig. 19)
2. The building is to subtract simple orthogonal spaces to generate design.
(fig. 20)
3. Additive forms are to be pure in
geometric form. (fig. 21)

Fig 21
Clark, Rodger H.. ~
dents In Architecture. New
York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1996. P. 65
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Theoretical Issue
==~---=0--====== Legibility

Issue: Legibility:
Transformation on geometry needs
to leave a roadmap of the steps involved in
the derived form. In the erosion process,
the form is chiseled away but the initial
form is to retain its identity. The goal is to
have inherent strength in simplistic geometric form. Therefore, the designer is to
maintain the integrity of the initial form
and, through subtle incremental transformation, turn the form into functional
space.

Pig22
Ching, Francis D.K.. Architecture: Form, Space. &
York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1979. p. 201.

Order. New
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Design Response:

Pig. 23
Ching, Francis D.K.. Architecture: Form. Soace, &
Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1979. p. 67.

1. The initial prototype or form is
to retain its skeleton to avoid destroying the
fundamental idea. (fig. 22)
2. The form must read clear from a
distance. (fig. 23)
3. The plutonic solids used are to
be identifiable. (fig. 24)

Order. New York:

Fig. 24
Ching, Francis D.K.. Architecture: Form. Spece, &
Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1979. p. 60.
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Order. New York:

Theoretical Issue
Perception
Issue: Perception

1.

Preconceived notions of a form will
effect how accepted the building will be.
The pyramid is associated with Egypt from
the great pyramids of Giza. The cone is associated with a nuclear reactor. The sphere
is associated with water towers. The goal
of this thesis is to create a strong memorable image in the visitor, and viewers, mind.
The image will then give identity to the immediate surroundings as well as the city.
Therefore, create a strong form to mold
perceptions of the viewer.
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Fig. 25
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Ching, Francis D.K.. Architecture: Fonn. Space &
Van NostrandReinbold, 1979. p. 60-61.

Order. New York:

3.

Design Response:
1. As a prototype select a plutonic
shape.

Fig. 26
Lubbock water tower

2. Find a geometry which is understandable to the region.
3. Create an icon to create a lasting
image to the viewer.

Fig. 27
Illus. 9& 10. Jorn Utzon, Sydney Opera House,
Sydney, Australia. 1973.
http://www.bio.uts.edu.au/sydney/sydney.htmJ
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Facilit

Lubbock
Public
Aquarium
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Facilit Mission State1nent
Public Aguarium
The Lubbock Aquarium is an educational destination utilizing nature in the advancement of rehabilitation, conservation,
recreation, and research. In doing so the
Lubbock Aquarium is committed to the
preservation and protection of the world's
oceans. Your admission support' s education, conservation, and research efforts at
the Lubbock Aquarium.
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Facility Goals and Objectives
Goal:
Interactive Entertainment and Education is the primary goal of the facility
which seeks to entertain its visitors as well
as educate them on environments from
around the world. The primary habitats
will focus on the North Pacific, South Pacific, South Atlantic, and the Caribbean
will be design to integrate the public as
much as possible into the design.

Objective:
The objective is a multi-sensory design principles similar to those utilized in
theme park design. The facility is to introduce the aquatic world through exhibits,
multimedia, and interaction. The facility is
to also provide meeting facilities for the
community.
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Facility Organization and Layout
1.
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Facilit Issues
Circulation

Issue: Circulation:
The sequencing by which visitors
experience the exhibits determines the success of the facility. A direct path guides
the visitor through the exhibits and in doing so, the visitors are less likely to deviate
from their course. A more random path
will allow the visitors to find their own
way. The way the paths are integrated into
the exhibits depends on the design of the
exhibits themselves.
An example of circulation is at
Moody Gardens Aquarium Galveston, TX
(fig. 1). Here a circle is used a major design element. The visitors walk on the outside edge of a large circle, while viewing
tanks at different depths. The helixes encircling the tanks are equipped with niches
in the large tank and smaller tanks on the
outside wall adding to the curiosity of the
visitors. The circulation path must be designed to not only lead the visitor through

the aquarium, but it must also provide excitement and curiosity for the visitor. Another example is the Dallas aquarium
which has a defined path which guides the
visitor on a fixed path. (fig. 2)
The goal of circulation is to make
the design lead the visitor through the
transformed shell, while at the same time
provide a stimulating environment for
ESU
learning.

D.

Fig.2
Dallas public aquarium visitors brochure

Fig. I
Moody Garden visitors
guide brochure
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Facilit Issue
1.
Therefore:

Design Response:
1. People traveling to the facility
should have to walk less than two minutes
from their vehicle to the main entry.
2. Major pedestrian paths should be
visually interesting and protected from the
rain and sun.
3. The building is to encourage
maximum information flow between departments.
4. The circulation path should be
self explanatory for first time users and
provide a clear sense of orientation within
the facility.

200 ft/min

2.

3.

Computer networked computers

4.

Callender, John.
Time Savers for
building types.
New Youk:
McGrawHill.1990. P.1293

~
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Articulated
entry

Visibility between
departments

0 e-D ·_______
{ a--1--J_

Direct paths between
exhibits
fiq 1 Viiltot'• fltw PllttflL

Vehicular drop
off zone

MLA 1r~:t1
path

Fig. 3

Strategically
placed parking

Entry Icon

Shading
devices

Direct paths
between
departments

Sculptural
focal point

Facilit Issue
5. Major circulation paths should
easily accommodate the handicapped and
those with mobility problems.
6. All major circulation paths
should be comfortable and visually stimulating.
7. The path should be efficient and
handle crowds with ease and safety.
8. Outside pedestrian walkways
should catch the summer breezes and protect people from winter winds.

5.

Ramps of 12: I slope

Curved paths

Wide circulation paths

Curb cuts with
direct access

Views into
centre 1area

Circulation vehicles

7.
Service access separate
from pedestrian traffic

s. ~Y.knA

-=~
Landscape elements
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Shortcuts
across
comers

Wide paths

[J).~
Structuraldesign
elements

Orientation

Facilit Issue
Issue: Image:
The facility should provide for the
user an environment which promotes a
sense of belonging. The goal of the aquarium is to promote a vivid image with the
purpose of instilling a sense of belonging .
Therefore:

Create an atmosphere

Define individual entries

Visual focal
point

Design Response:
1. The facility is to clearly organize
the site with the overall sense of unification
while maintaining its autonomy.
2. The facility is to be a recognizable landmark from the rest of the community.
3. The facility is to promote a
sense of being welcome by varying scale
and introducing landscaping.

Community

landmark

3.

Reduced

scale at entry
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Tall vertical
icon

Orientation
relative to icon

Landscape elements at entry

Facilit Issue
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Issue: Privacy:

1.

The facility contains many separate
departments and types of users. The different departments need different degrees
of separation and visually disconnection.
The challenge is separation within a close
proximity, for example, the same exhibits
observed by the visitor need to be maintained by the support staff. The goal of the
facility is to provide departmental units
with a high degree of controlled visual connection and interaction between areas.
Therefore:

2.

Design Response:
I . Visibility is to be high within the
facility with controls to allow for privacy
when needed.
2. Sound transmission into each
area should be reduced to about 38 db.
3. Individual departments should
be separated from other departments.

Sound absorbing materials in exterior/
interior corridors and mass walls

Central gallery with sWTounding departments
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Double pained windows to reduce noise.

Circulation path separating
departments

Facilit Issue
Issue: Security:
Security within the facility is an issue due to the fragile environments it exhibits. Also, staff and visitors alike need to
feel assured of personal safety from theft,
vandalism, or assault. The goal of the facility is to mold the space in a secure manner to protect the aquarium and inhabitance
from harm.
Therefore:

away and areas where someone could hide
are to be brightly lit.
1.

~

"'·" ...t .... ~

- ----

'Overlooking

2.

Large windows to
path to allow people
to view in and out

Class doors to allow a
person to see in and out
of the faci lity

Design Response:
1. All grounds of the facility are to
have visual access to and from, at minimum, one frequently occupied area. All
areas should feel like someone is watching
it.
2. The building footprint should
allow for clear site lines for police patrolling of areas.
3. All pathways are to be lit to allow for face identification from 20 feet

Along ooITidors

Along plazas

Along vistas

3.

Lighted corners
Side lighting
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Facilit Issue
Issue: Visibility
The facility is to share common
traits which identify all buildings pertaining to the aquarium as the aquarium. Entrances are to be easily identifiable and
visible from other points of entry. The goal
of the facility is to link all the building and
activities as a visually identifiable whole.
Therefore:

1.

Central
Gallery

Site into, thru,
and around
exhibit

o.-::'1 ptolC
Three dimensional
views to other
areas

DJ
Views into
public spaces
fonn the outside

Activity area along
a busy path

~~£]
Entries visible to each
other

3.

~

Activities
viewed from

I

~-·

2.

Design Response:
1. All available activities are to be
highly visible at all times to the visitor and
support staff.
2. All areas are to have visual access to each other.
3. Visitors are to have a sense of
being in an aquarium by the surrounding
elements.

@
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Orient spaces
toward other

Views from
paths

Facilit Issues
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Issue: Energy:
Today people are becoming more
energy conscious for environmental safety
as well as reduce operational cost. A facility of this size will have a high overhead
energy cost. As a result the goal of this facility is to encourage efficient and responsible use of energy.
Therefore:

Orientation to
gather light

Heat gain during the winter

2.

Design Response:
1. The facility is to have southern
orientation and utilize solar light and heat
gain with its fenestration and openings.
2. The facility is to utilize solar and
wind power as 10% of its total energy consumption.

Orientation to optimize Reflective
solar gain and wind
light to illuminate year
round
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Landscape elements to funnel
the wind

Facilit Issue
Flexibility

Issue: Flexibility:
It is important to provide flexibility

due to the number of visitors that will be
accommodated by the aquarium. With the
ever-changing ocean life, aquariums must
be designed to be easily changed, moved
internally, or added on throughout the
years.
The aquarium must be designed to
adapt to any need that arise. The aquarium
will allow plenty of space behind the display tanks for the inter changing of tanks
incase of sick specimens that infect the
tanks. Display tanks may need to be
added ,when new aquatic life arrives, without being a major hassle. The goal of this
facility is to provide highly flexible spaces
to accommodate a wide array of demands.
Therefore:

exhibit displays.
2. The facility is to be able to expand and contract as needed.
3. The facility is to be a multi-use
facility.
I.

Modular
exhibits

2.

~,

1]

flexibility

3.

1. The facility is to have flexible
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Easy support access

Large service paths

nm

[

Adjacent site

ttL CfJ
Outdoor
classrooms

Design Response:

!ft

~ ~~

Shared

space

~
Additional
parking

J@L
Large unobstructed space

Case Stud
Tennessee Aquarium

Architects: Cambridge Seven Design
Location: Chattanooga, TN
Date Completed: 1977
The Tennessee aquarium is significant because it is the largest freshwater
aquarium in the US and it focuses on context but does not necessarily fit into the local or regional nature.
The architects intended the actual
built elements to take a secondary role to
the exhibit. This building is shaped around
the natural river and the building encloses
viewing space. The overall intent of the
Tennessee aquarium is similar to the Lubbock aquariums (being proposed) in that
the Lubbock facility is to be designed
around the circulation paths and exhibits.

Fig. 4
Tennessee Aquarium Exterior
Cunts, Edward, p. 67
Architecture, (September,
1992).

Fig. 5
Tennessee Aquarium Exterior
Gunts, Edward, p. 67
Architecture, (September,
1992).
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Case Stud

Moody Gardens Aquarium
Fig. 6

Architects: Morris Architects
Location: Galveston, TX
Date Completed: 1999
Moody Gardens is significant for its
plutonic form and because of it's shear
size- 1.5 million gallons. The facility derives the shape from existing structures at
the complex. The silhouette of the facility
gives identity and increases the visitors
memory of the facility. The exhibits are
laid out in four main cylinders with helixes
encircling the tanks for vertical elevation
changes. This layout is similar to the one I
intend to utilize in my facility. The helixes
allow for multi level viewing of each exhibit and allow for framed out views of the
tanks. The aquarium is different then most
aquariums I have visited in that it did not
include tropical vegetation indoors or any
land animal. The Lubbock aquarium is to
only display marine animals and display
vegetation is designated areas.

Exterior of Moody Gardens
Aquarium

Fig. 7
Interior of Moody Gardens
Aquarium
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Activit and S atial Anal sis
Activity: A place of congregation and orientation to the facility. This serves as a
transitional space for the visitors experience.
Adjacency/Separation: It is to be adjacent to the restrooms and access to the gift
shop, administration, and information desk.
Private/ Public: Public
Users: Guest and Staff
Num her of users: 200 users
Square Foot: 10 sf. per person. 2000 sf.
is recommended ( Ramsey, 815.)
Response: Lobby
Performance requirements:
1. This space must introduce
aquatic life as well as orient the user.
2. This is to be the start and terminus for the circulation throughout the
building.
3. This space is to have high ceilings with mobiles overhead of aquatic life.

See circulation
paths

End where you

2.

start

3.

Mobiles with high ceiling.
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Activit and S atial Anal sis
4.

4. The space is to be naturally lit
with space frame skylights.
Natural
lighting
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Activit and S atial Anal sis
Activity: This space provides guest with
answers to any questions they might have
on the facility or locations within the build-

1.

ing.

Adjacency/ Separation: This space is to be
located centrally in the lobby.
Private/ Public: Public
Square foot: 100
Response: Information Booth
Perfonnance Requirements:
1. This space is to be the first thing the
visitor sees in the lobby.
2. This is to be located so that the guest
pass it at the beginning and end of the circulation path.

Direct sightline from the entrance.

2.

Beginning and tenninus of circulation

spine.
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Activit and S atial Anal sis
Activity: In the cold waters of the North
Pacific exhibit, observe playful playful fur
and harbor seals from above and below the
water as they play on the rocky shore and
dive below the waters surface. With the
segmented tank enjoy the serene kelp beds
from the gulf of Alaska.
Adjacency /Separation: This should be
located near the exhibit maintenance and
lobby area. This should be separated from
the support private areas.
Private /Public: Public
Users: The guest of the aquarium
Number of users: 100
Square Foot: 2500
Response:

the exhibit.
3. The observer is to be led around
the cylinder tank to the lower level and
provide observation niches along the way.
1.
Multiple level viewing

2.

The North Pacific Exhibit
Performance Requirements:
1. This space needs to offer multiple level viewing of the aquarium exhibit.
2. It is responsible for the selective
views by which the observer experiences

Framed viewing into the Exhibits

3.
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Activit and S atial Anal sis
4. The exterior of the exhibit is to
showcase specialty animals and aquatic life
in smaller tanks along the wall.
5. This space is to be dimly lit by
wall sconces and spot lighting on the sign
boards. The ambient light form the aquarium will be the primary source of lighting
in the helixes and exhibit space.

4.

0
Display tanks along exterior of the wall
exhibit specialty animals and coral

5.

Lighting of exhibit viewing space.

Fig. 9
Moody Gardens North Pacific Exhibit
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Activit and S atial Anal sis
Activity: To explore the tropical waters of
the Great Barrier Reef and the Coral Sea
for a beautiful environment filled with an
array of aquatic marine life. The guest will
enjoy a tide pool at the upper - level and
the beautiful schooling fish interacting with
a wide variety of coral.
Adjacency /Separation: This should be
located near the exhibit maintenance and
lobby area. This should be separated from
the support private areas.
Private /Public: Public
Users: The guest of the aquarium
Number of users: 100
Square Foot: 2500
Response: South Pacific Exhibit
Performance Reauirements:
1. This space needs to offer multiple level viewing of the aquarium exhibit.
2. It is responsible for the selective
views by which the observer experiences
the exhibit.

3. The observer is to be led around
the cylinder tank to the lower level and
provide observation niches along the way.
1.
Multiple level viewing

2.

3.

Framed viewing into the Exhibits

Niche along path
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Activit and S atial Anal sis
4. The exterior of the exhibit is to
showcase specialty animals and aquatic life
in smaller tanks along the wall.
5. This space is to be dimly lit by
wall sconces and spot lighting on the sign
boards. The ambient light form the aquarium will be the primary source of lighting
in the helixes and exhibit space.

Fig.11
Callender, John. Time Savers for building types. New
Youk: MoGraw-Hill.1990.
P.1297
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Fig. 10
Callender, John. Time
Savers for building types.
New Youk: McGrawHill.1990. P.1293
Lighting of exhibit viewing space.
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Activit and S atial Anal sis
Activities: Guest navigate through an underwater tunnel completely surrounded by
the exhibit's one million gallons of water.
Visitors get a diver's eye view of the Caribbean habitat through an underwater
dome, which allows them to see from every
angle the exhibit's coral covered ocean
floor and assorted inhabitants including
snapper, The little mermaid, eels, sharks,
seabass and other colorful life.
Adjacent I Separation: This needs to be
separate from any support areas and should
be located at the terminus of the circulation
spine. This should be the highlight of the
aquarium.
Private/ Public: Public
Users: Aquarium guest
Number of Users: 100
Square Foot: 2500
Response:

1. This area is to be a sub-surface
circulation spine and sitting area ,within a
dome, with surrounding views of the exhibit- allowing for contemplation and
meditation.
2. A sign board needs to be placed
at the terminus to give the visitor a closing
thought upon exiting the aquarium.

1.

Warer surrounding the spine

Observation dome within the spine

2.

The Caribbean Exhibit
Performance Requirements:

Wall with signboard at terminus of path
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Activit · and S atial Anal sis
3. The floor is to be carpeted and
the seating is to be stationary.

3.

Seating area

Oiribb4':1J1
Vlt!wlng

~

Fig. 12

Fig. 13

Moody Gardens visitors guide

Moody Gardens Caribbean exhibit
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Activit and S atial Anal sis
Activity: This offers interaction between
the aquatic life and the visitor. This offers
the guest a chance to get wet and handle
the sea - life in touch tanks.
Adjacency /Separation: This space is located immediately before the Caribbean exhibit and separate from the facility support
areas.
Private /Public: Public

Number of Users: 75
Square Foot: 10 sf per person. Total sf750.
Response:

noise. The exhibits are
spot lamps over the

to have
tanks.

Visitor

1.

1

taff

Fig. 14

•D D•
Flare in circulation spine
with touch

Moody Oardens "touch
tanks" in the discovery

Touch tanks monitored by staff

Discovery Zone Activity
Performance Requirements:
1. This space needs to be a flare in

2.

the circulation spine and have open top
touch tanks with administrative staff supervising the treatment of the animals. (Fig.
14)
2. This space is to have acoustical
tile ceilings with carpeted floors to reduce

Water resistant carpet
lessens acoustical noise
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Spot lights over
exhlbits

Activit and S atial Anal sis
Activity: To educate guest and to present
events or seminars at the facility. This is
used for speakers or audio visual presentations.
Adjacency/ Separation: This needs to be
located to the exhibit space and can be incorporated into the exhibit of at the terminus of the circulation path within the facility.
Private/Public: Public
Users: Guest

2. The sound needs to be surround
sound and needs acoustical padding and
curtains on the side walls.
1.
View of the Caribbean
exhibit

Fig.15

Number of Users: 100
Square Foot: 9 sf per person. 250 sf
should be provided for stage and support
rooms. (Nisbet, p.38) Total sf--1150

Moody Gardens aquarium theater

2.

.Response:

Auditorium and Theater
Performance Requirements:
1. This space is to have rear projection capabilities with drop screen from the
ceiling. It is to have a view of a main exhibit. (Fig. 15)

I

Noise trea1ment within the theater
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Activit and S atial Anal sis
3. This space is to take on the
shape of a small theater with sloping seating.

3.

,f.~;"''%-,r
tir1r

~-. "'

~eJc.,,o"4

~00""'

Shape of the theater

Sloping seating for the theater
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Activit · and S atial Anal sis
Activity: This is for community small
meetings, seminars, classes, workshops,
research, private readings, and private parties
Adjacency/ Separation: This needs to be
close to the lobby as well as exhibit space.
This can be located near the gift shop. This
is to be separate from facility support.
Private/ Public: Public
Number of Users: 30
Square Foot: 10 sf per person (DeChiara,
p. 274). Total sf.-300

for a wide array of activities to take place
within the room

1-4.

(

(

Response: Classrooms
Performance Requirements:
1. Room is to have cabinet space
for storage as well as book shelves.
2. A blackboard and retractable
screen are to be included.
3. Tables and chairs are to be
moveable.
4. A closet to store projection
equipment and chairs needs to be included
Page 53

Activit and S atial Anal sis
Activity: This is a rest stop for aquariwn
guest to grab a snack and soda and enjoy
informal dinning within the aquarium.
Adjacency/Separation: This needs to be
next to the gift shop and away from the
support areas. This should not be in the
lobby.
Private /Public: Public
Users: Guest of the aquariwn
Number of users: 25
Square Foot: 14 sf per person with 48"
wide isles is required (DeChiara, p. 830).
At least 100 sf provided for entryway and
waiting patrons. 450 sf required for dinrung area.
Response: Snack Bar
Performance Requirements:
1. This space is to have outdoor
views.
2. This space is to use natural light
during daylight hours and artificial light
after dark.

3. This is to be an open concept with high ceilings.
4. This is to be centrally located along the circulation
spme.
5. This is to have an elevated viewpoint for "snackers" to observe
the aquarium.

t-3

JL,'.·-1- · ~. . .
~~

t ./.

~ ;·::.~.

luTu&TI:'
Space lighting and ceiling height
proportionally

4.

5.
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~

Open concept with outdoor views

Located within the

~ circulation spine

&gzz2'.i!Zlil6:H~~ Elevated viewpoint of visibility
from the user and observer

Activit and S atial Anal sis
Activities: Human needs
- Personal Hygiene
- Sanitary Disposal of waste
(Nisbet, p. 76)
Adjacency /Separation: This should be
located in the main lobby.
Private/Public: Public
Users: The aquarium guest
Number of Users: 10
Square Foot: Minimum of75 each (men
and womens) Total sf.-700

Response: Public Restrooms
Performance Requirements:
1. Men: Provide 2 water closets, 2

1-2.

Special needs of the room

3.

urinals, and 2 lavatories.
2. Women: Provide 4 water closets
and two lavatories. (Dechiara, p. 815)
2. The floor is to be industrial
grade non-slip flooring with floor drains.
3. Lighting is to be soft and indirect.
Lighting of the space

I
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Activit and S atial Anal sis
Activity: The buying and selling of educational items dealing with aquatic life as
well as clothing items promoting the aquarium. Stickers, coloring books, pens, and
general souvenirs are all for sale.
Adjacency/ Separation: This should be
located next to the snack bar and the circulation spine of the facility. This should be
located at the terminus of the circulation
path to encourage spontaneous purchases.
Private/ Public: Public
Users: Aquarium guest
Number of users: 20 shoppers and 1
worker.
Square Foot: 50 sf per person with 300 sf
for a separate storage room is recommended. (Ramsey, p.23)
Response: Gift and Book Shop
Performance Requirements:
1. This space is to have glass display counters and shelves with sectioned
bends, and hanging racks.

2. This space is to have wood
floors and a black lighting grid overhead to
allow for versatility.
3. It is to have a tropical/oceanic
~...!!. 0111w
flare inte,....,=
=:;:::;t~~
c..:,~ grated in.
'l:{~

..,
,
I

0IT

~-r
~ Different dis-

.
1
___ .. ~

,_ - -~;.;,;o •

Versatile lighting for displays

1.
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play options
within the gift
shop

Overhead lighting grid

. W~Jaud~gw~oo~aruo and tropical llllllgery.

Activit and S atial Anal sis
Activity: This area should be used as a
transitional space as well as outdoor dinning for the restaurant.
Private /Public: Public
Users: General public, restaurant users,
aquanum users
Number of users: 25
Square Foot: 500
Response:

1.

2.

Vegetation located
at the entry

Speakers surround patio

Outdoor/Patio/Gardens
Performance Requirements:
1. This space is to soften the streetscape as well as provide an enhance eating
expenence.
2. This area is to have outdoor dinning tables and chairs along with sound
system for music.
3. This space should use stone
flooring with landscape potters and planting areas.
4. It is to include outdoor lighting
lamps and roped trails or passages

4.

Roped path with
path lighting

Indirect
path lighting
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Facilit
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Activit and S atial anal sis
Activity: Distribution of tickets and
money collection.
Adjacency/Separation: This space is to
be adjacent to the lobby, break room, and
administration.
Private/ Public: Private
Number of Users: 3
Square Footage: 50 sf per person. 150 sf
is recommended. (Dechiara, p.868)
Response:

1-5.

Lighting, airflow, protection, and counter height.

Ticketing
Performance Requirements:
1. This is to have acoustical lay in
panels with fluorescent lighting.
2. The area is to be equipped with
HVAC with operable windows to allow the
option of fresh air.
4. This is to have protective glass
to avoid danger to employees.
5. This space is to have a countertop at 45" with stool.
6. This is to be accessible to the ad-

6.

Adjacencies.
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Activity and Spatial Analysis
Activity: To oversee the paperwork
throughout the aquarium and to be readily
accessible in the event of an emergency.
The space will be frequently visited by personnel and the Director will frequently
need to move about the aquarium.
Adjacency/Separation: The office should
be prominently located in the administration department. Needs to be close to the
secretary and public relations department.
Private/ Public: Private
Users: Aquarium Director and people
meeting with him.
Number of Users: 5
Square foot: 450 sf is recommended.
(Ramsey, p.809)
Response:

facility.
5. The room is to be carpeted with
a built in bookshelves along the wall.
6. Lighting with as much natural
light as possible and overhead fluorescents
to light the space after dark. Space is to include general, task, and accent lighting.

1-6.

Aquarium Directors Office
Performance Requirements:
2. Needs to have a meeting area
with sofa, coffee table, and chair.
3. Needs to have a private restroom

I
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S atial and Activit Anal sis
Activity: To house the Biologist and all
his work including; research, meetings, and
reading as well as office work in general.
Adjacency/Separation: This office needs
to be next to the exhibit areas as well as
maintenance. This space also needs to be
close to the loading docks for supervision
as well as monitoring.
Private/ Public: Semi-Private
User: The marine Biologist
Number of users: 3
Square Foot: 200 sf (Ramsey, p.809)
Response:

sum and tile floors.
5. Overhead lighting can be fluorescents and the walls need some built in
book shelves. Acoustics can be softened
with acoustical tile, a rug, and furniture.
6. Materials of choice need to be
durable and water resistant.
1-6.
~IUG,

~.s

>
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Marine Biologist Office
Performance Requirements:
1. This space needs to incorporate
a research lab with work tables.
2. A office area which allows for
daily business to take place.
3. A sitting area for any meeting
which needs to take place.
4. CMU walls covered with gyp-

I
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Activity: To promote the facility and do
all the advertising and arrange community
functions within. This office is also the
one to answer any questions the public
might have with the facility - hours, rates,
room rentals, reservations, etc.
Adjacency/Separation: This office needs
to be adjacent to the administration facilities as well as the lobby.
Private/Public: Private
Users: Public relations personnel as well
as anyone meeting with personnel.

3. It needs an office setting and capabilities for daily work.
4. This room is to be carpeted and
wood panel walls.
5. It should include accent lighting
as well as significant natural lighting.
6. The main lighting could be fluorescent inset into a gypsum ceiling.

1-6.

Number of Users: 2
Square Foot: 200 sf (Ramsey, p.809)
Response:

Public Relation Office
Performance Requirement:
1. This is to have a corporate image
and be similar to the directors office.
2. This needs to set the image of
the aquarium for any press or other important meetings.

I
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Activity: To assist the director. This position requires most of the time to be patrolling the aquarium facility. This position
also assist in paperwork and public relations.
Adjacent/Separation: This office needs
to be adjacent to the directors office as well
as public relations office. This also needs
quick access to the public areas of the
aquarium.
Private/Public: Private
Users: Assistant support staff
Number of Users: 3
Square Foot: 200 sq ft. (Ramsey, p.809)

3. The floors are to be carpeted to
reduce noise.
4. Lighting is to be natural when
possible.
5. Provide space for desk, chairs,
shelves, small countertop, 50 gallon aquarium.
6. Operable windows for fresh air.

1-6.

Response: Assistants Office
Performance Requirements:
1. This space needs full office capabilities as well as built in bookshelves.
2. Materials are to be gypsum
board walls with acoustical lay-in tile ceilmg.
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Activity: The office support work of the
office and administration and support users
of the facility.
Adjacency/Separation: This space needs
to be close or easily accessible to all the
support facilities within the aquarium. This
needs to be separate from the public areas.
Private/Public: Semi Private
Users: Aquarium Staff

tile with fluorescent lights.
5. This should have glass windows
which open up to the corridor to increase
its visibility .
1-5.

Number of Users: 3
Square Foot: 100 sf per person. 300 sf is
required. (Ramsey, p.623)

Response: Fax/ Copy Room
Performance Requirement:
1. A copy machine, fax machine,
and layout tables.
2. This needs multiple electrical
outlets by the layout table for portable electronics and large machines.
3. This space is to use tile and
CMU for easy cleanup.
4. This is to have acoustic lay-in
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Activity: To supply a break area for the
staff This is an area for snacking, lunch,
and smoke breaks (on the outdoor patio).
Adjacency/Separation: This is to be adjacent to the support areas and accessible to
all staffing areas and separate form the
public area.
Private/Public: Semi Public

3. This is to have storage for misc.
office necessities (i.e .. Paper towels, tissue,
etc.) and a sink integrated with the countertop.
4. This space is to have a rest
1.
area with table, chairs, and a sofa.

Users: Staff
Number of Users: 12
Square foot: 15 sf per person. (Dechiara,

2.

p.827) Kitchennette-150 sf Total sf300 sf

Response:

3.

Employee Kitchen Lounge
Performance Requirements:
1. This space is to have tile floors
and acoustical lay-in tile ceilings with fluorescent lights.
2. This space needs to have exterior windows and an exterior smoking
patio.

I

4.
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Activit and S atial Anal sis
Activity Analysis: Normal restroom lavatory functions
Private/Public: Private
Users: Staff
Number of Users: 1
Square Foot: 25 sf. (Ching, p.9.22)
Response: Private Restroom
Performance Requirement:
1. This is to include a single toilet
and urinal.
2. The lavatory is to include a sink,
mirror, towel dispenser, soap dispenser,
and a trash can.
3. This is to be CMU walls, acoustical tile, fluorescent lights, have HVAC,
and ventilation.

I

1-3.
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Spaces
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S atial and Activit Anal sis
Activity: To oversee the management of
the tanks as well as the janitorial aspects.
Adjacency/Separation: This is to be located immediately adjacent to the exhibit
space. This should be separate from the
visitor areas.
Private/ Public: Private
Users: The maintenance Director
Number of users: 3
Square Foot: 200 sf (Ramsey, p.809)
Response:

rescence for lighting, and Central heating
and air.

1.
Space for video monitoring and office work.

2.
Meeting Space.

Maintenance Directors Office
Space Requirement:
1. This room needs to be equipped
with surveillance capabilities as well as office workspace.
2. Needs a space for small meetmgs.
3. This is to be made for rigid material such as CMU which is painted with
washable paint.
4. Acoustical tile ceiling with flo-

I

3.

Durable materials for
easy cleanup.

4.
IC.....,._
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Lighting and airflow

Activit and S atial Anal sis
Activity: To temporarily house professional visitors to the facility.
Adjacency/Separation: This space needs
to be close to the marine biologist and exhibit space. Needs to be separate from
public areas.
Private/Public: Private
Users: Visiting Professionals
Number of Users: 3
Square Foot: 200 sf (Ramsey, p.809)
Response:

1.

Office area and work tables

Visiting Professional's Office
Performance Requirements:
1. This needs office capabilities
and worktables.
2. It is to have florescence with
acoustical tile.

2.

Lighting for space

I
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3. A view of the interior or exterior
is desirable if possible.

3.
Views from space

4. Needs to be carpeted to reduce
reverberation.

4.

Sound reduction

5. This is to be have gypsum walls

to allow for pin up.

5.

.---- PCJS H
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Durable walls with tackable surfaces .

Activit and S atial Anal sis
Activities: Lab work, Habitat maintenance
and care, loading and unloading facilities,
isolation facilities, and mechanical life support.
Adjacency /separation: This needs to be
located adjacent to the habitat exhibits and
separate from the public areas of the aquarmm.
Public /Private: Private
Users: Staff
Number of Users: 10
Square Foot:

sf (300sf for forklift aisle)
Freezer: 200 sf.
Cooler: 200 sf
Holding Tanks: 200 sf
Outside facilities: 2700 sf (room for semi
trucks) (Ramsey, p.599)

Mechanical Life Support:
An aquarium must have 1- 1/2
times its total amount of water used in its

Lab:

displays and holding tanks stored in reservoirs and tanks and pipes to ensure to ensure a constant flow. (Nisbet, p.42)
Filtration tanks average: 100 sf. (Klocek,

Lab facilities: 5 people @ 50 sf each. Total sf- 250.
Food Prep: 5 people@ 20 sf each. Total
sf- 100.
Cold Storage: (12'x 12' unit) Total sf150 (Nisbet, p.39)
Dry Storage: Total sf- 300

Approximately 100 sf is needed for every
100,000 gallons of water. (Nisbet, p.42)
A total of3000 sf is recommendedfor all
reservoirs, pumps, filters, building Hvac,
plumbing, and electrical systems.
Response:

TOT~800sf

Receiving and Delivering:

p.13)

Support Habitat Facilities
1000
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Activit and S atial Anal sis
Therefore:
Performance Requirements:
1. This space needs to have a sepa-

1.

rate circulation path from the public and be
able to access all the exhibits from behind
the scenes.

Separated support and
public circulation paths.

2.
2. It needs to include holding facilities for diseased specimens and new arrivals to the facility.

I
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Activit and S atial Anal sis
3. This needs to house all the habitat maintenance equipment (storage closet) and a
lab to care for sick specimens.

3.

Storage and care faci lities.

4. The loading docks need to have
18 wheeler access.

4.

Receiving and departing specimen
and equipment docks.

5. This space is to have concrete
floors with many floor drains.

5.

Sloped floors for drainage

I
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Activit and S atial Anal sis
6. This space is to use non slip
mats and water-pipes to each of the exhibit
displays.

6.

Slip resistant flooring in
support area with piping
to all exhibits

7. This should be a non water sensitive area and have CMU walls.

I I

7.
CM\J

~ Washable rigid materials
within the space.
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Activit and S atial Anal sis
Activities: This area is responsible for the
cleanup of the support areas, public areas,
and exhibit clean up.
Adjacency/ Separation: This space is to
be located near the habitat maintenance facility. This should be separate from public
areas and should have access to the public
areas with limited access.
Users: Janitorial Services
Number of Users: 5
Square Foot: 400 + 100 additional for
two closets spaced at opposite ends of the
facility.
Response:

1.
Mop sink and rest area

2.
Impact and waler resistant
materials with floor drains

Maintenance Facilities
Performance Requirements:
1. This space is to have a janitorial
sink, water facet, and small lounge.
2. This space is to have CMU walls
and concrete floors with drains.
3. The ceiling is to have acoustical
lay in tile with florescence.

I

3.
Lighting of the space

""".. ·' ..:
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S ace Summar
For A Public Aquarium in Lubbock, TX

Space Designation
Public Spaces
Lobby Area
Information
North Pacific Exhibit
South Pacific Exhibit
Caribbean Exhibit
Discovery Zone Exhibit
Auditorium and Theater
Classrooms
Snack Bar
Public Restrooms
Gift and Book shop
Outdoor Patio area
Administration
Ticket office
Aquarium Director' s Office
Marine Biologist Office
Public Relations Office
Assistant Office

I

No. Of Users

Net Square Foot ( x 1.3)

Gross Square Foot

200
1
100
100
100
75
100
30
25
10
20
25

2000
100
2500
2500
2500
750
1150
300
450
700
1300
500

2600
130
3250
3250
3250
975
1495
390
585
910
1,690
650

3
5
3
5
3

150
450
200
200
200

195
585
260
260
260
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S ace Summar
Space Designation
Administration
Fax I Copy Room
Employee Kitchen Lounge
Private Restrooms
Support
Maintenance Director's Office
Visiting Professionals Office
Support Habitat Facilities
Habitat Maintenance Facilities
Storage

No. Of Users

Net Square Foot ( x 1.3)

Gross Square Foot

3
12
1

300
300
30

390
390
39

3
3
10
5
4

200
200
5400
500
700

260
260
7020
650
910
30,654 square feet

Total

I I
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Texas
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extual Descri tion
Overall

Historical:
Transformation of the Plains
"Lubbock County and the Southern
High Plains have not always appeared as
they do now-a comparatively level tableland tilting downward towards the east.
Four hundred and twenty million years ago,
in Ordovician time, a great inland sea covered the area. Life was abundant and
countless marine skeletons sank to the sea
bottom to form the limestone now known
as the Ellenberger formation, which holds
pockets of oil, and lies more than below the
present surface of the land. " 1
By two hundred fifty million years
ago, during the Pennsylvanian period, the
sea began to shrank until the sea was only
400 miles across. The sea stretched southeast to the Llanorian Mountains and north
to the Amarillo Mountains (which are buried hundreds of feet below the surface
now).

About two hundred and twenty million years ago a geographical change
caused a retreat of the great sea. Uplift
from surrounding lands caused major deposits of red clay silts to fill the sea. The
now shallow marsh gave home to huge sail
lizards and larger reptiles.
A hundred and seventy million
years ago a new age, the Triassic , began.
As the red silt grew in depth the salt water
marshes grew into freshwater marshes.
Phytosaurs and butteneria and lung fish appeared and the first dinosaur lived, and
later became the lords of creation. 2
"The red beds grew and the swamps
continued until sixty million years ago
when the Cretaceous, the age of the dinosaurs, began. A number of species had
evolved. The ferocious Tyrannosaurus
made meals on the giant Brontosaurus, the
largest land animal that ever lived. All
went well, with the meat eating dinosaurs
making meals off the vegetarian dinosaurs
Page 82
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making meals off of vegetarian dinosaurs,
until Nature bestirred herself. From
swampy plains the Rocky Mountains were
thrust up. They rose and fell many times,
and the dinosaurs, unable to adjust to the
catastrophic conditions, became extinct. " 3
The last up thrust was in the Pliocenae time, Pliocene time, ten million years
ago. Since the last uplift, the surface has
been fairly stable and the changing terrain
has been fashioned by erosion. (fig. 1)
The Pecos River began cutting its
way north from the Rio Grande. It began a
new erosion process , and as it fingered its
course parallel to the base of the mountains, it beheaded and stole the headwaters
of all the streams, except the Canadian,
flowing from the mountain s across the
Texas Plains.
When the headwaters of these
steams were cut off no further deposition
from the mountains was possible. The
wind transformed the appearance of the

I

land. It scoured, Leveled, and filled in th
remaining river valleys until they were
mere etchings. "The amount of filling in of
the Yellow House and Blanco is evidenced
by the fact that when the Santa Fe built the
railroad from Plainview to Lubbock, the
bridge pilings were driven down nearly a
hundred feet in the Blanco and Yellow
House without reaching the old river bottoms. "4

PL~ I U
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Fig. 1
Graves, Lawrence L. A History of Lubbock.
Lubbock: West Texas Museum Association.
1962. P. 4
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eroding much, about one inch a year.
The surface of the Plains became
stabilized and generally leveled. Moisture
trapped in the sands from the old river beds
began rising slowly by capillary action.
(fig. 2) As the water hit the air zone below
the surface it evaporated and left mineral
deposits, mainly calcium. In this way a
caliche zone was formed which is a rock
like surface just below the topsoil. This
caliche layer has kept the plains form

Fig.2
Graves, Lawrence L. A History of Lubbock. Lubbock: West Texas Museum Association. 1962. P. 4
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Cultural:
Transformation of Town
Culture:
"Like many another small town in
the Southwest, Lubbock had a deep-seated
desire to grow and develop into a major
city. But, unlike many others, her dreams
were realized. Perhaps this was due in
part, as many observers have suggested, to
her central location, her rich land, and the
availability of plenty of water for irrigation.
Certainly it was due in a measure to the
founding of Texas Tech."5
The most important element the city
possesses is the spirit of her people, which
stands sharply outlined in the role played
dby her civic organizations. In Lubbock,
as Walter Posey once remarked, whenever
there was a job to be done everybody
pitched in and saw that it got done. Lubbock once had political factions, but they
soon disappeared leaving relative political

I I

harmony.
In 1913 was a busy year for governmental organizations. The Lubbock Retail
Merchants' Association was founded, The
Lubbock Rotary Club was launched
(which was responsible for better education
facilities, a cleaner city, numbering of the
streets and houses, and enforcement of traffic laws), and shortly after the Kiwanis
Club in 1922 (which improved schools,
beautified the city, and established the
YMCA). 6
Lubbock also had the benefit of a
number of other service organizations, one
of which was the American Red Cross.
The American Red Cross established a
chapter after the First World War. The Red
Cross ,besides assisting in times of need,
held seminars on hygiene and related subjects to those who needed them, including
Negroes and Mexicans. 7
During this same period the Boy
Scout and Girl Scout troops were estabPage 85
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lished. Until World War I little was heard
from the troops. In 1916 civic projects
were organized for the groups.
Aside for civic organizations, Library facilities are often indicative of a
community's thirst for knowledge, and
Lubbock's attempts to found a public library indicate her desire for broadened cultural opportunity.7 In Febuary 20,1923 the
first library was founded after a sixteen
year struggle.

Year
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990

Black
63
1,100
2,229
6,229
10,287
10,912
14 204
15,939

% of Cltv Hispanic % ofCltv
1.6%
NIA
NIA
5.4%
720
3.5%
7.0%
NIA
NIA
6.7%
3,193
4.5%
8.0%
10,878
8.5%
7.3%
23,883
16.0%
(Fig 4)
8.2%
32,791
18.6%
U.S. Census of Popu6.6%
41,916
22.5%
lation and Housing for
Source: U. S. Census of Population and Housing for the City of the city of Lubbock
Lubbock 1920 - 1990

lndox of Segregation
City of Lubbock

1970 - 1990

1990 East Lubbock
Racial & Ethnic Composition
Anglo & Ottler
16%

joe1ack
Racial diversity
in Lubbock

100
110

•Anglo CJHlspanlc

I

89.3

eo
Hispanic
43%

40
20

Fig. 3

0

1990East
Lubbock Racial & Ethnic
composition

1970
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1990

Year
Source: City of Lubbock Planning Department Analysis of Census

Tract Data

I

1910

Fig. 5
City of Lubbock Planning Department Analysis of census
Tract Data
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Natural:
The plains, which have not been
plowed, give us a clearer understanding of
it's natural state. The surface bas no dominant landmarks rising above the plain floor.
The area is ,however, dotted with playa
lakes small stream valleys and low rises in
the land. This offers little in the area of
wind blocks except for the caprock, which
deflects east and southeast winds upward.
The weather will be a bigger issue then tying into the natural context.
The climate of the region is semiarid, and serves as a transition between desert conditions on the west and humid climates to the east and south - east. The average annual precipitation has been 18.08
inches over the last twenty five years. The
maximum precipitation usually occurs is
May, June or July when warm moist tropical air is pulled up inland by highs and
lows from the Gulf of Mexico. The air

mass produces moderate to heavy afternoon and evening convective thunderstorms, sometimes with hail. The potential
for damaging storms is quite big, combined
with the characteristic topography, the area
becomes conclusive to circumstances necessary for tornadoes. The number of tornado sightings in the Lubbock area is from
four to six annually. Snow occasionally
occurs during the winter months, but is
usually light and remains for onJy a short
time. The average snowfall is 8.4" per annum. The record snowfall for one month is
16 112". Rainfall in the area is neutralized
to some extent by its sever fluctuation varying during the past twenty - five years
from 40.5" to 8.73" annually.
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Monthly precipitation in that same period
has been from 0- 14".
The mean average temperature is
59.7. The warmest months being in June,
July, and August. The mean average temperature is 93 In July and the minimum of
26 in July.
The relative humidity is generally
very low. This moderates the heat in summer months. The dry air allows for rapid
radiation at night and produces lower evening temperatures. The wind also slows in
the evening, usually leaving a small breeze
behind.
Climatologically, the area is generally pleasant with the most unpleasant
weather occurring in late winter and early
spring. The annual daily possible sunshine
is 76 % with an annual total sunshine hours
of 3,243.

I
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Built:
Since Lubbock was not incorporated until 1909, and most of its settlements
dates only to the late 1890's, it is void of
classical architectural styles dating pre 1900. However, even as a young city, Lubbock can boast over 19 styles, ranging from
Victorian to contemporary; including excellent examples of revival styles of Greed,
Georgian, Neo - Classical, Gothic , and
Spanish Colonial. Lubbock offers different
styles of architecture, which allows for further investigation into the non - traditional,
since there is no native style. The young
city has stayed low profile in its structures,
mainly residential exploring specific style,
and has more recently started picking up
characteristics of larger cities as you move
out to 50th and 82nd streets. My proposal
will take on a modem contemporary aesthetic to add to the list of styles within the
city fabric.

I
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Location:
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Fig. 9
Sharp, John. The Texas Outlook. Lubbock: Texas Comptrollers
of public AccoWlts. 1990.

Fig. 8
Sharp, John. The Texas Outlook. Lubbock: Texas Comptrollers
of public Accounts. 1990.
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City:

Fig. 10
State Fann , Road Atlas.

Blinois; Rand McNally and
Company. 1997. P. 102
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District: ·
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Fig. 11
Lubbock aerial photo
1995
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Site:
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Goal:

~

The contextual goals
of this facility is revive the area
by bringing life back into the
area.

:::>

z
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<
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Objectives: The facility is to
create an focal attractor for the
district and town as well as a
terminus the Buddy Holly.

.

My immediate site sits
within a warehouse district
comprised of low rise one and
two story structures. This site is
ideal due to interest in the revival of the area, by the community, as an entertainment district.

STREET
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Site:

N
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1.

Issue: Scale

The scale of the site surroundings is
low profile warehouse structures. They are
primarily one story with a few two story
exceptions. The aquarium by raw square
footage will be of scale but the vertical will
be the most obvious. The scale must address the street scape and at the same time
celebrate form at a grander scale.

Increased vertical and hierarchical form

Larger footprint

2.

Performance Requirements:

1. To increase the scale of the
street - scape and instead of reducing the
scale - celebrate the grandeur.
2. The fa9ade is to be large in scale
and vertical height.
3. The material is to emphasize the
form. The material is to be smooth and
metallic.

-.

gr-:__

Large fa~de
features

00

r- ~~~
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Shiny lining around the form
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Emphasized connection

Contextual Descri tion
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1.

Issue - Climate Response
The Lubbock is a moderate climate and
has an abundance of sun. Wind is an issue
and snow is sporatic and must be compensated for. The facility should take advantage of the natural light source in every
place possible with the exception of the exhibit space due to accelerated algae growth
with the sunlight.
Performance Requirement:
1. The facility is to include a large
lobby space canopied with a large expanse
space frame.
2. The lobby is to incorporate
vegetation into the central space and include water in a fountain if not an exhibit.
3. The office space and support
space should incorporate the light through
skylights as well as window where possible.

I

Space frame to clear
lobby below.

2.

3.
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Span of the space
frame

Contextual Descri tion
Issue- perception of the aquarium

---------------------------------

1.

Issue - People perception of the aquarium
Oceanic context is foreign to the
environment and perceptions of the environment are shaped by there experience.
The interaction with the environment is essential to a positive perception perceived
by the guests experience.

2.

Performance Requirements:
1. Water is to surround the facility
to indicate the facilities purpose.
2. Create green space around the
water and develop a park setting.
3. The building is to create an icon
for the district and town.

3.

•••
•- 1
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Case Stud
Monterrey Bay Aquarium

.-,

Architect: Esherick, Homsey, Dodge, and
Davis
Location: Monterey, Ca
Date Completed: 1979
The most fascinating aspect to the
Monterrey Bay aquarium is its context.
(Fig. 12). It is located in old cannery row
which has long since seen its better days.
The old canneries were a part of the California history, much like the depot district
is to Lubbock, and in effort to restore the
district- it was decided to place a public
aquarium to reclaim this section of the
coastline. The facility resembles the surroundings and used pieces of the existing
cannery. Pieces were salvaged of there
symbolic and historic significance. This
facility is almost entirely new but even the
new resembles the old. The Aquarium tells
a story of past undergoing transformation
and creating the current: A facility which
was designed to exploit and plunder the sea
now preserves and displays the sea.(Fig.13)

Fig. 12
Monterey Bay Aquarium
Knight, Carlton, p.5 1
Architecture, (June, 1985).

Fig. 13
Whaling Exhibit
Knight, Carlton, p.57
Architecture, (June, 1985).
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The Dallas World Aquarium
The Dallas World aquarium is a
building I decided to use as a case study
due to it's context. The West End in Dallas, TX uses an existing warehouse structure and sits within a large urban context.
(fig. 14) The facility utilizes the existing
structure and breaks out with cal wall, a
separate medium then the existing structure, where more space is necessary. The
facility hides it's contents and provides
only a brief transitional period (fig 15) before thrusting the guest into a tropical rainforest (fig 16), complete with roped pathways and burgeon foliage. The facility dislocates the visitor completely with no exterior views of the exterior from the exhibit
space and conceals the path except the immediate trail. The exhibits are incorporated
into the vegetation and has the feel of a safari. The aquarium exhibit is multileveled
for different views of the same exhibit. (Fig
17) Signage at the aquarium was kept to a

I

Fig. 14
Eicterior shot of the Dallas World Aquariwn

Fig. 15
Escalator into the exhibit area

minimum and the guest relied of the tour
guide map for further explanation. For
those interested there was a film running on
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a continual loop to educated on the native
habitats the exhibits were imitating. (Fig
18) The restaurant at the facility was small
scale and informal. (Fig. 19)
This facility is a exemplary example of dislocation within an urban context.
It also contained elements such as the multilevel viewing, foliage, and tunnel circulation which I intent to incorporate into my
facility in Lubbock.

Fig. 17
Dallas World
Aquarium visitors guide

Fig. 16
Interior shot of the Dallas
World Aquarium

Fig. 19

Fig. 18
Dallas World Aquarium Theater
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Response
1. The conceptual basis of your design solution.
The concept, which drove the design, was
transfonnational geometry. The trick lay in how to
express it and where to begin. Much like the sculptor begins with the stone, the architect could begin
with a platonic form. The form could carve into the
utilitarian and be the sculpture it set out to be in the
beginning simultaneously. The city grid in which it
sits is really close to a perfect square and all the
roads are equal widths. So I chose to work with the
~erfect square. In two-dimensional geometry there
is a form called the icosatwist, which rotates squares
within squares. This became the basis of the footprint of the building. In the vertical aspect of the
building I choose a pyramid, with an apex at 84' off
t?e center point of the icosatwist (or site), in which
Imes from the icosatwist where joined at the apex to
create a silhouette of the pyramid structure. The
interior volume was dictated from the superstructure, which once the superstructure hit an interior
rotated square - a radius from the center point was
swung in the 3n1 dimension. This is how the interior
dome like structure was created.
The main drive to creating the superstructure system was to free up the interior volume and

let it be what it wanted to be. The superstructure is
basically set up like this: The large beam which
runs north to south in the main arch then the buttressing to the east and west support that main arch.
The pipes columns to the east serve and a tieback
for the buttress and an implied roof for the outdoor
theater complete the square, which the footprint of
the building was designed on.
2. The hierarchy of spaces/systems in your design.
!he entrance is articulated by a bridge,
.
which bnngs you into the building. Upon entering
th~re are three main exhibits. A slanted tank cap
articulates the first, the second is a flat tank cap, and
the third is buried into the wall in the back of the
aquarium.
3.The controlling factors of your design.
Height was said not to be a large issue,
however, when the first proposal involved a 200'
ap~x it be~me an issue. I have a design philosophy
which I gamed from urban studio with Danny
Nowak- " Throw an idea out there no matter how
far fetched or ridiculous and let reality reel you back
in. If you start with a safe design once reality reels
it in there is nothing left - which means it was not a
good idea to begin with." That was the story of this
project as a whole. Once getting grief at on the 2-200 review I cut the square footage in half and
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worked within those constraints. I think Michael
Peters best stated the result when he said, "it is a
monumental building at a small scale".
4.The most compelling aspect of your design.
The most compelling aspect would have to
be the center atrium with the 70' ceiling and oversized superstructure coming together at a single
point. The center volume allows the visitor to understand the building and its exhibits at first glance.
The space serves as the "oh my god" space for the
facility.

Process:
The process began with site development.
There were several schemes which I looked at. The
schemes dealt with two approaches; site response to
building and building response to site. The first
schemes dealt with the site response to building.
(Fig 1) The first site plan placed the building at the
intersection of Av G and 14th and redirected traffic
around the building. This scheme offered an obelisks at the end of Av. G. In an effort to bring the
depot district night life and day life toward Broadway. This idea was carried into scheme 2 (Fig 2)
with a little more force. This scheme created a road
block. Scheme 3 (Fig 3) was a building responding
to site. The idea was to place the facility into the
Lubbock grid and force the pedestrian traffic to

cross Buddy Holly. Scheme 4 (Fig 4), which I decided to go with, placed the facility within the grid
and rotated the facility similar to the citibus facility
next door. With this scheme the pedestrian traffic is
directed across a secondary road, which reduced the
danger to the pedestrian. After deciding on placement I looked at different platonic form possibilities. Once off the trace paper I went to clay. A
great medium for quick studies-I built a model of
the square, sphere, pyramid, and cylinder (Fig 5).
These models where only about 1 inch in height and
width. The next models were further development
Fig 1
of the square, sphere, and triangle (Fig 6-8). Having to go with only one fonn I chose the triangle
due to the possibility of a superstructure which
freed up the floor space without a lot of interfering
structural members. The first pyramid scheme
pulled the building apart equally in all directions,
and a center triangular jewel inside was revealed
(Fig 9). The pyramid was one city block in size and
sat in a pond of water. With the apex 200' (Fig 11)
•
in the air and 4 terraced gardens overhead the
scheme was ambitious and to fit within Lubbock the
scale had to be reduced. With the same proportions Fig 2
the building went to half the scale (Fig I 0). The
next models were chip board and hot glue and intended to figure out the interior space (Fig 12&13).

I
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These models, although crude, figured out the interior proportion which would be carried to the end of
the design. The floor plans for the facility had two
different schemes; organic and geometric (Fig 14 &
15). Due to my theory, the geometric scheme (Fig
14) seemed most appropriate and became the parti
of my plan. To figure the interior space a more precise model was required. A breakaway model was
developed which figured the interior and external
appearance of the building (Fig 16-19). With the
spatial organization becoming locked the issues
which were brought up in the program needed to be
addressed. This is how the issues that were identified in the program were addressed:

Theory
Issues
Image
1. Issue: The building is to start with a per
feet cube and subtract that which is not
needed.
Response: The building started with a pyra
mid and subtracted that which was not
needed.
2. Issue: The building is to subtract sim
pie orthogonal spaces to generate design.
Response: Cylindrical volumes remained
to provide exhibit space as spherical form

was subtracted from the underside of the
pyramid to create a void space for the
aquarium.
3. Issue: Additive forms are to be pure in
geometric form.
Response The addition to external forms
was limited to the pipe columns to the east
and the skylights protruding through the
ground over the snack bar and the entrance
to the theater.
Legibility
l . Issue: The initial prototype or fonn is
to retain its skeleton to avoid destroying
the fundamental idea.
Response The pyramid remained true to
form by the superstructure originating from
the 2 dimensional site grid and connecting
82 feet in the air at the apex of the pyra
mid.
2. Issue: The form must read clear from a
distance.
Response The outline of the building
reads easily as a pyramid from any visible
distance. The form also sits apart from its
adjacent neighbors.
3 Issue: The plutonic solids used are to
be identifiable.
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Response: The pyramid was subtracted
from but the concrete superstructure com
pleted the form.
Perception
I. Issue: As a prototype select a plutonic
shape.
Response: The pyramid
2. Issue: Find geometry, which is under
standable to the region.
Response: The pyramid came from the
seed structures of the cotton mills on the
east side of town. The cylinders for the
exhibit tanks were derived from the grain
silos. The spherical shape, which defines
the interior, is abstracted from the form
of a water tower.
3. Issue: Create an icon to create a lasting
image to the viewer.
Response: The shape in conjunction with
the choice of concrete and brushed alumi
num undoubtedly would leave a lasti ng
impression to the Lubbock visitor.

from their vehicle to the main entry.
Response: There is an abundance of park
ing adjacent to the site located to the east,
which is designated as jury parking, and
several parking lots to the south.
2. Issue: Major pedestrian paths should be
visually interesting and protected from the
rain and sun.
Fig 6
Response: The site being divided into four
eparate pods the water park, the native
vegetation, historical bronze statue garden,
and the theater/ entertainment pod encour
aged the visual interest. The sun and rain
protection was kept to a minimum to en
courage travel off the path.
3 Issue: The building is to encourage
maximum information flow between de
partments.
Response. The departments have been
clustered together for close prox:imity and
optimal communication.
4 Issue: The circulation path should be
self explanatory for first time users and
Fig 7
provide a clear sense of orientation within
the facility.
Response: The path sets the user on the r
ight course with only one option, then al

The Facility (aquarium)

-

.

Issues
Circulation
I . Issue: People traveling to the facility
should have to walk less than two minutes
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lows the user to select his/her path once in
the basement.
5. Issue: Major circulation paths should
easily accommodate the handicapped and
those with mobility problems.
Response: The two major helixes are
wheel chair accessible with a l to 12 slope
and a landing every thirty feet. There's an
elevator readily accessible for users at
every level.
6. Issue: All major circulation paths
should be comfortable and visually stimu
lating.
Response: All interior paths have threedimensional views of what is happening
above, below, and beside the user. The
open environment allows for an even tern
perature throughout.
7. Issue: The path should be efficient and
handle crowds with ease and safety.
Response: The paths are wide to allow for
people to pass those which choose to stay
in a single location for an extended period
of time. There are easily accessible fire
exits around the building for people to es
cape in the event of a fire.
8. Issue: Outside pedestrian walkways

should catch the summer breezes and pro
tect people from winter winds.
Response: The paths inside and out are
well lit by natural light and the exterior
path has alternating coniferous and decidu
ous trees which will allow more light dur
ing the colder winter months evergreens to
provide year round color to the environ
Fig 8
ment and shade in the summer months.
Image
I Issue: The facility is to clearly organize
the site with the overall sense or unifica
tion while maintaining its autonomy.
Response: The facility clearly gives the
environment that which it does not have green space and creates a space for the sur
rounding context yet remain autonomous
by the geometric aesthetic to each compo
nent throughout the site.
2. Issue: The facility is to be recognizable
landmark from the rest of the community.
Response: This is an inherent quality due
to the pyramid fonn, which it adopted, and
also the scale. The scale was derived as a
happy mediu m between the federal build
ing and the adjacent two story structures.
3 Issue: The facility is to promote a

Fig 10

I
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sense of being welcome by varying scale
and introducing landscaping.
Response: The landscaping softens the
environment with the use of continuous
street trees and jasmine as a groundcover
element. The scale of the entrance brings
the scale down to a more personal level.
Privacy
1. Issue: Visibility is to be high within the
facility with controls to allow for privacy
when needed.
Response: Visibility is high with the open
concept and the office area, which is visu
ally cut off from the interior visitor area,
giving the privacy.
2. Issue: Sound transmission into each
area should be reduced to about 38db
Response: Using high r-value insulation in
the walls, which separate the service from
the public areas, solves this.
3. Issues: Individual departments should
be separated from other departments.
Response: The aquarium is comprised of
two primary departments 1. The admini
stration 2. The service area.
Security
1. Issue: All grounds of the facility are to

-.

have visual access to and from, at mini
mum, one frequently occupied area. All
areas should feel like someone is watching
it.
Response: The multilevel setup has people
viewing from everywhere. By not framing
views into the aquarium it allowed for a
much higher visibility inside the aquarium.
2. Issue: The building footpri nt should
allow for clear site lines for police patrol
ling of areas.
Response: This is achieved by setting the
paths back from the edge of the building.
The building undulates to an extent but
allows for warning to a visitor before a sur
prise attack could occur.
3 Issue: All pathways are to be lit to al
low for identification from 20 feet.
Fig 12 Interior model
Response: The exterior paths have pole
lamps every 20' o .c. along the path.
Visibility
l Issue: All available activities are to be
highly visible at all times to the visitor and
support staff.
Response The discovery zone is immedi
ately outside the administration and visible
from the main ground level.
Fig 13 Interior parti
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2. Issue: All areas are to have visual ac
cess to each other.
Response: This I found is impossible but
high visibility is achievable and with sur
veillance cameras these areas have become
visible.
3. Issue: Visitors are to have a sense of
being in an aquarium by the surrounding
elements.
Response: The visitor is surrounded at all
times by exhibits and oceanic information.

I . Issue: The facility is to have flexible
exhibit displays.
Response: The discovery zone is open in
concept and could allow for a change in
the displays. Temporary patricians could
be set up to display artwork of traveling
exhibits.
2. Issue: The facility is to be able to ex
pand and contract as needed.
Response. The site allows for under
Fig 14
ground expansion without detraction to the
overall form of the building.
3. Issue: The facility is to be a multi-use
facility.
Response By providing a flat floor theater
and classrooms the building can be used by 1· ·- ~~
many groups and for a myriad of uses.

Energy
1. Issue: The facility is to have southern
orientation and utilize solar light and heat
gain with its fenestration and openings.
Response: The large space frame to the
south allows for a large amount of natural
lighting which saves in energy for lighting
and with controls, such as tinting or inte
rior louvers, heat gain could be reduced.
2. Issue: The facility is to utilize solar
and
wind power as 10% of its total energy con
sumption.
Response: The lighting alone should
greatly reduce the total energy consumpt
ion of the aquarium.
Flexibility

f"-::°"

Context - Lubbock depot
Issues
Scale
I Issue: To increase the scale of the
streetscape and instead of reducing the
scale-celebrate the grandeur.
Response. The street trees softened this
idea but the entry became a cut out of the
Fig 1S
large slanted space frame.
2. Issue: The f~ade is to be large in scale
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and vertical height.
Response: The apex of the pyramid is 82
feet above the ground and the base expands
to the edge of the site.
3. Issue: The material is to emphasize the
form. The material is to be smooth and
metallic.
Response: The material for the super
structure is concrete and the curves are
clad with aluminum panels.
Climate
1. Issue: The facility is to include a large
lobby space canopied with a large expanse
space frame.
Response: The large space frame on the
north and south side of the building ac
complishes this.
2. Issue: The lobby is to incorporate
vegetation into the central space and in
elude water in a fountain if not an exhibit.
Response: The central space uses the wa
ter of the exhibits to accomplish this issue.
The three-story waterfall gives the acous
tic of water and the visual of the three
story tanks.
3. Issue: The office space and support
space should incorporate the light through

skylights as well as window where possi
ble.
Response: By placing all the administra
tion offices along the wall adjacent to the
theater courtyard the administration offices
all have natural light and views to the out
doors.
People perception of the aquarium
l Issue: Water is to surround the facility
to indicate the facilities purpose.
Response: The water-garden introduces
water into the environment and as the visi
tor walks around the building he/she gets
Fig 17 Basement
an indication of that which is to come.
2. Issue: Create green space around che
water and develop a park setting.
Response The natural garden and abun
dance of trees give the area city parks feel.
3. Issue: The building is to create an icon
for the district and town.
Response: Through the use of the platonic
Fig 18 East Facade
form and the articulation of the buildings
site to building treatment make it a memo
rable site not only to the immediate district
but also to the town as a whole.

Fig 19 West Facade
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Response to criticism in design reviews.
First review: 2-2-00
Comments overall
-Consider what level you want to enter
onto-bottom or mid level

-Interior concept is good
-Need to develop vertical circulation
-Should not have an interior surrounded by
"rock" wall. Architecture should be ex
pressed with wall and waterfall within the
architecture.
Issues and resolutions
Spine
-Early into the design a central spine was
introduced and not perceived well. As a
result the spine was omitted and the space
framed central space took up that idea.
Showing the service area
-The showing off of the extensive mechani
cal and life support system was perceived
well and became an exhibit in itself behind

the Caribbean exhibit on the basement I
eve/.

~""

0
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Entry

- (Fig 20) It was stated 1he entry should be
exciting and enter into a large space. This
is where it was suggested to enter in the
middle of the space to experience the
building up and down at the same time to
become a more 3-d space. The lobby was
pushed toward the center of the building
(Fig 22).
Site Plan
-Parking at this point was on the site and
Michael Peters said if the depot has a lot
ofsomething it would be parking. I don't
think you need to provide parking onsite
for the facility - due to the abundance of
parking in the area already. So parking
was omitted with the understanding the
jury parking could be relocated and the
existing parking to the east could be used
Building
-At this point the building was 70 feet at
the apex and two stories underground
The building was brought up and the apex
was raised 10 84 feet and one underground
level omitted
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Fig 21 2nd review basement plan

Fig 22 2nd review
section
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be buried and not detract from the overall
image of the aquarium (Fig 21 ).

Fonn

-At this point the building was a pyramid
which was split longitudinally and trans
versely was pulled apart equally in all di
rections, completely symmetrical, and sit
ting in a pond ofwater. This was changed
dramatically after this review.

3. Comment: Look into creating water ele
ments on the interior and exterior of the
building.
- Response: The exterior of the building
lack any development and the interior had

no visible water elements besides the large
tanks. This was the birth of the interior
waterfall idea and the exterior water park

Second Review 2-14-00
Things to work on:
John Whites comments:
1. Comment: Work on the auditorium and
classrooms.
- Response: At this point an auditorium

and classrooms did not exist. I wanted a
wing, which could be accessed after hours
and shut offfrom the rest of the building.
The idea behind 1he auditorium and the
classrooms were to generate more revenue
for the facility as well as provide advan
tages to the community during and after
hours.

idea.
Comments of Michael Peters:
1 Comment: Open the floor up to below
- Response: The main floor had a small

symmetrical cut, which lacked drama.
With this recommendation the floor re
eded and only that which was necessary
remained The arch inside the facility be
came the dramatic piece to the interior.
2. Comment: Design the site
- Response: The site still had not been

designed to this point

2. Comment: Look at creating a sunken
garden.
- Response: The sunken garden allowed

3 Comment: Widen the entry.
- Response: The entry was a single door
and an eight-foot pathway. It was widened

the administration to have natural light
into their workspace as well as create a
theater, which would allow the theater to

to 20 ' and two double doors were added
4 Comment: Develop above the gift shop
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Final presentation
Drawings:
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